ENVIROMENTAL HAZARDS

For terrestrial uses. This product may be toxic to aquatic organisms. Do not apply or allow runoff to reach ditches, streams and ponds. Do not apply directly to water, or in a manner that allows it to enter directly a water course. Avoid contact with eyes or skin. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Applicators and other handlers must wear long sleeves and long pants, chemical resistant gloves, shoes plus socks. Use of protective eyewear is required. Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/sanitizing PPE. If in contact with eyes, wash with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water. Call local emergency first responder to assist.

CAUTION

Not for use on bare or freshly cut foliage. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco.

Spray to inside of head/ear as needed. Have the product container or label with you when calling.

NOTE TO A PHYSICIAN:

If swallowed - Lavage with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If inhaled - Remove person to fresh air.

If on skin - Remove contact lenses if present, after the first 5 minutes.

If on eye - Remove contact lens if present, after the first 5 minutes. Hold inside of eyelid open with fingers and wash thoroughly with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If on skin - Wash thoroughly with soap and water.

If on clothing - Remove to fresh air. Wash clothing immediately. Remove clothing immediately if possible. Place in sink and apply soap and warm water. Wash thoroughly with soap and water; remove when clean.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

BrowseBan™ label. For Air and Low volume equipment, spray to inside of head/ear as needed. Have the product container or label with you when calling.

NOTE TO A PHYSICIAN:

If swallowed - Lavage with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If inhaled - Remove person to fresh air.

If on skin - Remove contact lenses if present, after the first 5 minutes. Hold inside of eyelid open with fingers and wash thoroughly with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If on eye - Remove contact lens if present, after the first 5 minutes. Hold inside of eyelid open with fingers and wash thoroughly with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If on clothing - Remove to fresh air. Wash clothing immediately. Remove clothing immediately if possible. Place in sink and apply soap and warm water. Wash thoroughly with soap and water; remove when clean.
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If on eye - Remove contact lens if present, after the first 5 minutes. Hold inside of eyelid open with fingers and wash thoroughly with large bore tube and saline solution followed by soap and warm water.

If on clothing - Remove to fresh air. Wash clothing immediately. Remove clothing immediately if possible. Place in sink and apply soap and warm water. Wash thoroughly with soap and water; remove when clean.
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Bean - Snap

Environmental Hazards
For terrestrial uses, this product may be toxic to aquatic organisms. Do not apply directly to water, or in amounts sufficient to render water hostile or injurious to beneficial aquatic life. Do not apply directly to water, or in amounts sufficient to render water hostile or injurious to beneficial aquatic life. Avoid spraying water supply areas. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after each use. Remove contact lenses before washing or handling clothes. Do not apply directly to water, or in amounts sufficient to render water hostile or injurious to beneficial aquatic life. Avoid spraying water supply areas. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after each use. Remove contact lenses before washing or handling clothes.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Deer</th>
<th>Timing of Application</th>
<th>Rate of Application</th>
<th>Bearing Vegetables</th>
<th>Timing of Application</th>
<th>Rate of Application</th>
<th>Fruiting Vegetables</th>
<th>Timing of Application</th>
<th>Rate of Application</th>
<th>Soybeans</th>
<th>Timing of Application</th>
<th>Rate of Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Trees - Apple and Cherry Deer</td>
<td>Based on previous damage to fruit trees in this field.</td>
<td>1. Based on previous damage to crops in this field.</td>
<td>2. Minimum 10 GPA for adequate coverage to foliage.</td>
<td>Treat early after emergence.</td>
<td>3. Rainfall or irrigation following application may reduce protection and require re-treatment for best protection. Observe treated fields regularly.</td>
<td>4. If previous browsing has only occurred during specific growth stages of the crop, start treatment just before each susceptible stage. Suspend treatment when browsing would normally stop based on past history. Repeat this approach through harvest.</td>
<td>5. New growth emerging after treatment may not be protected.</td>
<td>Note: Starting treatment prior to browsing provides best protection. Start treatment at the spray opportunity. Continue treatment on a 7-day schedule up to harvest.</td>
<td>6. If previous browsing has only occurred during specific growth stages of the crop, start treatment just before each susceptible stage. Suspend treatment when browsing would normally stop based on past history. Repeat this approach through harvest.</td>
<td>7. New growth emerging after treatment may not be protected.</td>
<td>Storage and Disposal: Do not contaminate water, food or feed by spraying or dusting this product. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by spraying or dusting the product. Dusting or dusting the product shall be limited to the water of the fish or animal. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by spraying or dusting the product. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by spraying or dusting the product. Dusting or dusting the product shall be limited to the water of the fish or animal.</td>
<td>8. If previous browsing has only occurred during specific growth stages of the crop, start treatment just before each susceptible stage. Suspend treatment when browsing would normally stop based on past history. Repeat this approach through harvest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Timing of Application

Monitor fields closely and start treatment 2, 5. SAME AS ABOVE FOR MEDIUM DAMAGE/BROWSING.

Peanuts (All types)

Application 2, 5. Heavy Damage/

Browsing

Start treatments at earliest spray opportunity per gal of water or 1 gal product per 100 gal of water. Treat early after emergence. 1.28 fl. oz of product per 1 gal product.

Heavy Damage/

Browsing

Timing of Application

Rate of 1.28 fl. oz of product per 1 gal product.

Light Damage/

Browsing

Timing of Application

Rate of 1.28 fl. oz of product per 1 gal product.

Browsing

Starting treatment prior to first leaf appears. Continue treatment on a 7 day treatment schedule. Starting treatment BEFORE browsing starts provides best protection.

Note: Starting treatment prior to heavy damage/ browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment at the

earliest spray opportunity. Continue treatment up to harvest.

STARTING DURING SEASONAL GROWTH STAGE

Detection and Control

Diagnose by observing browsing damage.  Continuetreatment on 7 day treatmentschedule. Starting treatment BEFORE browsing starts provides best protection.

Cropping System

Based on experience from previous season, timing and rate of application may vary.

Note:

Early treatments may be needed if browse pressure is anticipated.

NEVER start treatment earlier than 30 days prior to transplanting. Continuetreatment 2, 5. after planting to protect foliage. Continue treatment on a 7 day treatment schedule, starting treatment BEORE browsing starts provides best protection.

New growth emerging after treatment may not be protected.

4. Rainfall or irrigation following application may reduce protection and require re-treatment for best protection. Observe treated fields regularly.

5. If tank mixing this product with other pesticides, perform a standard jar test prior to application. 

6. If previous browsing has only occurred during specific growth stages of the crop, start treatment 1/4 to 1/2 week prior to expected damage. A repeat treatment may be necessary to maintain efficacy.

Storage and Disposal

Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Pesticide Storage

Keep away from children:

NOTICE: USE ONLY AS DIRECTED

Do not open until ready for use. Do not store in areas where children or pets may have access. Keep out of reach of children. If exposure occurs, wash immediately with soap and water. Do not use with any other products except as directed on this label.

The manufacturer does not guarantee the effectiveness of this product if not used as directed on this label.

Do not apply on or near animal food and forage products intended for use by animals. Do not apply in combination with other pesticides unless specifically labeled. Do not apply in combination with mulch, compost, or any other material that may provide a food source for animals. Do not apply if the product may come in contact with animal food and forage products after application. Do not use where animals have free access to the treated area.

BROWSE CONTROL REPELLEX® is a trademark of Repellex USA, Inc.

WARRANTY

Terms of sale are subject to change. See store for details.

Returns are subject to store policies. See store for details.
Timing of Application

To provide the best protection, start treatment at the earliest spray opportunity after planting and foliage is present. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest (7 Day PHI).

Important: Starting treatment prior to browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment one week after the earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest. Starting treatment before browsing starts provides best protection.

Rate of Application

1.28 fl. oz of product per gallon of water or 1 gallon product per 100 gallons of water.

Note: Starting treatment prior to browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment at the earliest spray opportunity after planting and foliage is present. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest (7 Day PHI).

Monitor fields closely and start treatment at earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest.

3. Rainfall or irrigation following application may reduce protection and first leaf appears. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule.

4. New growth emerging after treatment may not be protected. Observe treated fields regularly.

5. If tank mixing this product with other pesticides, perform a standard jar test before applying.

6. If previous browsing has only occurred during specific growth stages require re-treatment for best protection. Observe treated fields regularly.

Precautionary Statements

Harmful if swallowed. Do not eat, drink or smoke while handling this product. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by use of this product. Keep children and pets out of treated areas. Do not contaminate water by disposing of waste or unused product in drainage ditches, ditches, ditches, ponds, or other bodies of water or by directly spreading this product in water. Do not re-treat areas already treated. Do not contaminate water by disposing of waste or unused product in drainage ditches, ditches, ponds, or other bodies of water or by directly spreading this product in water. Do not re-treat areas already treated.

沸腾Includes Start treatment one week after the earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule. Starting treatment BEFORE browsing starts provides the best protection. Starting treatment prior to browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment one week after the earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule.

Note: Starting treatment prior to browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment one week after the earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest. Starting treatment prior to browsing provides the best protection. Start treatment one week after the earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest.

Monitor fields closely and start treatment at earliest sign of browsing. Continue treatment on a 7 day schedule up to harvest.

3. Rainfall or irrigation following application may reduce protection.